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ApAz Aress of openings (mz)
Þische¡ge coefficient
R¡tio of areas A¡ld2
Acceleration due to gravity (ms-l
HeiSh( of single opening or vertical distance
between nr'o openings (m)
Pressure (Pa)
hessure difference between rooms
Volr¡me flow rate (m3g-t¡
Volume flow rate (specifically pressure driven)
(mls-r)
Volume tow. rate (specifically temperature
driven) (mrs-t;
Absolute temperarure (K)
Temperature difference between rooms (K)

2 Theoretical basís

Brown and Solvason(2) and Shault) havedweloped the theory
of flow generation between two spaces at differrat te¡n,
pen¡tures through ope
there is a continuous
volumetric discharge
given by:

e= c¿!(f)" r,, 0)

this being matched by an equal and opposite ôow in the
other half of the opening.
rlfarren(a) has for theflorys
through pairs separated in
the partition.

o _ cd(^+ A)\rzE (s\Th\uz ,1\E (l+E)(l+¿:1ttz\ f / \')

where E is the ratio of the areas Arl&z.
Both these theories are well known and form drc b¡sis of

The major uncertaindes in applying these,equations concern

T
A1

I htroduction

The degree of mobility of air between rooms of dwellings is
strongly dependent on the positions of the internal doórs.

air movemenr is the internal door. This paper describes
mcásurements of the twuway flows which occur benveen
rooms when the doors are partly open and follows a previous
Technical Note(l) concerning presiure-driven flows-through
such opelings.

$ This work w¡s c¡r¡ied our when P¡of. Howa¡th w¡s at tlre School of
Construction, Shefncld City polytechnlc.
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the values of the discharge coefûcient C¿ and the effects of
n¡rbulence.

higher than in the present work so t}rere may be differe:
(perhaps higher) values ofC¿ applicable here and secondl
the areas ofopening totalled around the door consisted of
blend of cracks (down the hinge side) and oriûces (part r

the top and down the latch side). However, even wittr tt
larger openin¡
s not surprisin
associated wit

2,2 Background øir mooement

The problem of specifying a discharge coefûcient at rhe lo'
velocities anticipated in flows driven by normal room-tc
room temperature differences is linked to the problem c
dealing with turbulence. It will be seen that theie is stron
evidence offlow fluctuation which has a signiûcant effect o:
the interzonal flows in the forrr of scattei and of a flow a
zero temperature difference.

Since the obiect of
standing of the air
such as dwellings,
small. The interzon
order of magnitude to the background room air movementr

here and their existence is re
of this work. Thus the results
algorithms for mean flows to
and also to indicate the expected variations from such mean
flow predictions.

2.3 Simultaneous pressure- and tanperature-drioen flouts

Pressure- and temperature-driven flows were assumed to be

temperature-driven component.

a.<-

A

_>4

a

Figure I Temperature-driven
tows through high single opening

Figu¡c 2 Tempcrature-driven
flows through two openings

h

h

2. I Díschuge coeftcienu

In respect a range of factors
have been c s. Riffãt(6) observedcoefficients and 0.61 at tem-

ShadÐ found a range of discharge coefficients based on

take the
akin to
pressure
land2

e-driven flows
showed that a
at the range of
plied to all the

open areas lgmped together. This result is not necessarily
directly applicable to the temperature-driven flows describeä
in this paper; firstly, the velocity through the opening was

l8

3 Method

3. 1 Laboratoty facility
A full- employed. The rwo zones,
each o eparated by a partition oitimber d on each side and a stand-
ard internal door (1.98m x 0,76m). The areas of opening
around the door in its three positions are shown n Tã¡le t.
Each side of the chamber had an independent air supply and
exhaust system.

Temperature control was by use of ventilation of the ,cool'

side and by a thermostatically controlled convector heater
on the 'warm' side of the partition.

j.2 Site facility
The dwelling was of stone construction with walls 0.36 m
thick, a slate pitched roof and sash windows. The size of the
dwelling was such that internal seals were required to reduce
the volume to a size more representative of common UK
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Air flous betzueen rooms through open doors

Table I Crack and gap areas (m2) around the door used in the laboratory
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Position Gap at open
no. (larch) edge

of door (mm)

Location

Latch Hinge Top Bottom Total
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------+ t
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)

2.4
6.3

24.5

0.0048
0.0t26
0,0490

0.0045
0.0055
0.0059

0.0[.22
0.0023
0.0195

0.0055
0.0055
0.0055

0.0170
0.0259
0.07990Í 4-0rtZ--
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Figu¡e 3 . .SirnpliÂed approach to analysis ofcombined temperature- andpressure-driven dows

(a)

convector. The 'cold' side was provided with a constant
ventilation rate to remove the hèat transferred in the air
stream at the door opening.

The t¡acer gases were released in the zones by bursting
balloons conraining the gases. The balloons werã explodeã
remotely by electrical heating elements.
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(b)

Figure 4 Plans of(a) ground and (b) 6rst floors of rest dwelling

4 Temperature.driven flows around partly open doors
4.1 Laboratoty meqsurentenß

Using the theoretical
equations
drìven flo ff;T*'
Posirion l:

Q:3.5LTttz
Position 2:

Q:5.4¡7trz
Position 3:

Q = 19.667rt2

The experimental results are shown in Figure 5. The empiri-

3,3 Air flout measureflent

Flows in the laboratory cham
single tracer gas decay ln the
Peranrre was maintained by a

Vol. 13 No. I (1992)
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Table 2 Open areas around
doors used in site tests

ö

+

Total 0.1305

cal lines of best fit are as follows:

Position l:
Q= 3.5LTtt2 + o.o2

Position 2:

Q= 5.0LTtt2 + lo
Position 3:

Q.= lg\Ttt2 + lo

4.2 Siu measurenenß

The doors of the dwelling were larger than the door used in
the laboratory tests. The corresponding open areas around
the doors in the position tested are shown in Table 2.

The nro-zone tests were carried out using the stairwell
exchanging air with a bedroom and/or the lounge. Other
internal doors not involved with the tests were closed but
unsealed. The main leakage path, other than the tested room
door itself, was the crackage of the front door which opened
onto the stairwell zone.

The results of the temperature-driven flow tests are shown
in Figure 6. The results shown are the average of the
measured outflows and inflows. Most of the measurements

d

3

Figure 5 Temperarure-driv
flows rhrough partly open door
laboratory tests: E position l,
position 2, Q position 3, 

-empircal

were carried out with the windows sealed. The few resul,
with the window in the bed¡oom unsealed are also show¡

The line of best ût is as follows:

Q:23LTtt2 + ll
The theoretical relationship based on Shaw and the abor
areas is:

Q= 2l.ïLTtt2

Thus the theoretical result is shown to provide a satisfactor
approximation if turbulence is superimposed. The nature (

the turbulence is unknown, but a constant flow rate c

1l m3s-r is implied.

The difference between the outflows and inflows effectivel
indicates any superimposed unidirectional flow and wa
generally less than 0.8 airchanges per hour for the bedroom
Although the results were not sufficiently well conditioner
to relate these effects to wind speed/direction or overal
stack effect, it was possible to draw the following conclusion
when larger superimposed flow was implied:

(a) Extra large stack effects, equivalent to more than 25'(
inside+utside temperature difference, forced more ai
into the bedroom at a throughput equivalent tr

0.8ach-r. It was believed that the continuity of flov
through the room with sealed windows was maintainer
by an outflow of air through the background leakagr
path-a background leakage similar to the flow througl
the unsealed window was observed in pressurisatiol
tests on the bedroom.

(ó) In all cases when the bedroom window was sealed th,
superimposed throughput into the bedroom rvas in thr
landing-bedroom direction, suggesting a prevalent stacl
effect. llith the window sealed, the effect of win<
pressure and its direction did not succeed in reversin¡
this direction.

(c) \Øhen the bedroom window was unsealed, the super
imposed throughput was greater, again usually in thr
landing-bedroom direction. However, when the win<

+
<t

AT
nto

Location
a¡ound
door

Area (m2)

Sneck
Hinge
Top
Bonom

0. l0l0
0.0078
0.0203
0.0014
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was blowing onto the bedroom window, the flow direc-
tion was reversed and there was a net influx of outside
air.

Examples of the input+utput flow distributions for the
bed¡oom are shown in Table 3.

4.3 Co¡nbined pressure- and tentperature-drioen fløts around
partþ opm doms (laboranry)

Figure 7 shows the arrangement of the chambers used in
the measurements of combined temperan¡re- and pressure-
driven flows.

The average of the two interzonal flows was plotted in Figure
8. This represents the temperature-driven component and,
although there is some scatter, reasonable agreement with
the previous theoretical and empirical results is found.

The line of best frt is given by:

Q= lSLTtt2 + L9

Air floax betuJeen rooms through open doors

+

Figure 6 Temperature-driven
flows through partly open door
(position 4A) in site tests: E, x
rwo-way fow, - 23Llo5 + ll

The constant terrn representing turbulence is higher than
in the case of pure temperature-driven flow, as would be
expected with the additional mixing produced by the mech-
anically induced airflow.

The pressure induced component is shown in Figure 9.
Again there is some scatter ( +2ïo/o).In this case , the equation
for pressure-driven flow found in the earlier tests is super-
imposed. The results fit in the *l8o/o, -22o/o scarter around
this line.

It is argued from these results that it is reasonable to apply the
theoretical equations of pressure- and temperature-driven
flows, algebraically superimposed, in order to predict the
effects of extractor fans. However, it must be emphasised
that the effect of turbulence is uncertain since it depends
again on the nature of the background room air movements,
this time generated by both the heat source and the mech-
anically induced flow.

It should be noted that in ¿ll cases tracer gas from tïe low-
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Table 3 Interzonal air flows (m3h-r)

!ùfindow Location

Landing-bed Bed-landing Bed<utside Outside-bed

Comments
state

Sealed

Unsealed

t2
0

0

0

5

22

3

23

0

75

83

66
56
55

38

62

98

106

t02
3l

ZL

6

t7
2t

0

t5

34

86

5l
43

74
60
39

32

43

69

Vind * lflindow

High stack
High scack

\find - Ilindow
Vind+ Vindow
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67
43

5l
63 Vind - 

tf(,findow
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Figue 7 Air supply a¡d ext¡act system for chambers in combined
p¡essure- and temperaturedriven flows

pressure zone travelled 'back, into the high-pressure one,
even when the pressure dominated the buovanðv forces. Thó
lowest back flow was 6m3h-1. Local room 
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effects are thought to be responsible.

5 Overall conclusions

5.1

convective heating the constant
approximately l0 m¡h-t (butlow
the door resting on the latch). It

way temperature-driven flows. Here, higher constant tenns
were implied (20 m3h-t).

5.2

However, trickle ventilators increase the amount of fresh ai
exceeded by the outflow
w inevitably increases thr
may also produce a ne'

5.3

5.4

The factor which the
otherwise) to control
effect is the internal door.
dramatically rlte movemenr o

the door is not properly 
"lor.alt 

guarantee zero ouúow if
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o Figure 8 Tenperature-driven
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